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Overview 
  I’ll speak on… 

   Quickie ParLab overview 

   Infusing concurrency into
 intro CS undergrad curricula 

   My perspective as ACM
 Education Board member on
 what’s out there and what
 we need to do 

  NB: I’ll consider both micro
 and macro concurrency. 
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7 Questions Driving ParLab Research 
  Applications: 

 1. What are the apps? 
2. What are kernels of apps? 

  Architecture & Hardware: 

 3. What are HW building blocks? 
4. How to connect them? 

  Programming Model & Systems
 Software: 

 5. How to describe apps & kernels? 
6. How to program the HW? 

  Evaluation:  

 7. How to measure success? 

(Inspired by a view of the  
Golden Gate Bridge from Berkeley)  
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Multiprocessing Watering Hole 

  As ≈16 CPUs will fit in 1 FPGA, 1000-CPU system from ≈64? 
  HW research community does logic design (“gate shareware”)

 to create out-of-the-box, Manycore  
  E.g., 1000 processor, standard ISA binary-compatible, 64-bit, cache

-coherent supercomputer @ ≈ 150 MHz/CPU in 2007 

  Intel’s Anwar Ghuloum : developers should plan for manycore 

Parallel file system 

Flight Data Recorder Transactional Memory 
Fault insertion to check dependability 

Data center in a box 

Internet in a box 

Dataflow language/computer 

Security enhancements 
Router design Compile to FPGA 

Parallel languages 128-bit Floating Point Libraries 

“Research Accelerator for Multiple Processors” as a
 vehicle to attract many to parallel challenge 
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UC Berkeley’s Intro CS Curricula 

CS61B 

CS61C 

“MIT’s old 6.001” 
Scheme, functional prog 
Interpreters, OOP, Big-O

“Classic CS2” 
Java, Data Structures 
Software Engineering

“Machine Structures”
C + MIPS, Caches, VM, 
Performance, Concurrency 

Scheme MapReduce

Java MapReduce, Threads

MPI, pthreads, OpenMP
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MapReduce in the first course?! 
  We wanted to leverage student

 understanding of scheme’s map & reduce 
  Google’s differs in a subtle way from scheme’s 
  Google & Intel had given us a cluster 

  Student codes in Scheme, sends the task to
 cluster in the basement by invoking the fn
 mapreduce. Ans comes back as a stream.  
  (mapreduce mapper reducer reducer-base input) 
  www.eecs.berkeley.edu/Pubs/TechRpts/2008/EECS-2008-34.html 
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MapReduce WordCount Java code 
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MapReduce WordCount Diagram 
ah ah er ah if or or uh or ah if

ah:1,1,1,1

ah:1 if:1 or:1or:1 uh:1 or:1 ah:1 if:1

er:1 if:1,1or:1,1,1uh:1

ah:1 ah:1 er:1

4 1 2 3 1

file1 file2 file3 file4 file5 file6 file7

(ah) (er) (if) (or) (uh)

map(String input_key, 
    String input_value):     
    // input_key  : doc name     
    // input_value: doc contents     
    for each word w in input_value: 
        EmitIntermediate(w, "1");

reduce(String output_key,  
       Iterator intermediate_values): 
    // output_key   : a word 
    // output_values: a list of counts  
    int result = 0; 
    for each v in intermediate_values: 
        result += ParseInt(v); 
    Emit(AsString(result));
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Our Scheme MapReduce interface 
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  www.sigcse.org/cc2001/ 

  “CC2001” is a volume
 adopted across the
 globe by institutions 

  Concurrency was
 listed as a subtopic
 of an OS course, with
 6 hours of coverage 
  …Not as a general

 paradigm all students
 should know 

From the perspective of ACM Ed Board 
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There’s hope … a revision 
  wiki.acm.org/cs2001 

3.1 Recent Trends : The growing relevance of concurrency 
  The development of multi-core processors has been a significant recent

 architectural development. To exploit this fully, software needs to exhibit
 concurrent behavior; this places greater emphasis on the principles,
 techniques and technologies of concurrency. 

  Some have expressed the view that all major future processor developments
 will include concurrent features, and with even greater emphasis on the
 concurrency elements. Such a view implies the increased emphasis on
 currency will not be a passing fashion but rather it represents a
 fundamental shift towards greater attention to concurrency matters. 

  The increased ubiquitous nature of computing and computers represents a
 further factor in heightening the relevance of this topic and again there is
 every indication that this will only gain further momentum in the future. 

  It is expected that these observations will have implications for many
 knowledge areas in future curriculum guidelines. 

  …but where’s the meat? IMHO, there’s no grand vision yet. 
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There’s more hope… 
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   The urgency for a solid
 curricular examples & new
 languages never greater 
   Migration back to functional

 languages / paradigms? 
  And let the system do it for you… 

   Faculty training…bravo, Intel! 

   We’re 10 years behind
 where we need to be, &
 curriculum changes slowly 
   Will you be the one to grab the

 torch and run with it? 

Conclusion 


